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ARES054B 5 x (600x400) 90 11,6 -/- 18 852 x 797 x 775 3N AC 400V - 50 Hz

ARGS054B 5 x (600x400) 90 0,7 13/11.180 3 852 x 797 x 775 AC 230V - 50 Hz

ARES084B 8 x (600x400) 90 18,7 -/- 29 852 x 797 x 1055 3N AC 400V - 50 Hz

ARGS084B 8 x (600x400) 90 0,8 22/18.920 3,5 852 x 797 x 1055 AC 230V - 50 Hz

ARES134B  5 x (600x400) 
+ 8 x (600x400) 90 30,2 -/- 47 852 x 845 x 1840 3N AC 400V - 50 Hz

ARGS134B  5 x (600x400) 
+ 8 x (600x400) 90 1,4 35/30.100 6,1 852 x 860 x 1840 AC 230V - 50 Hz

AREN154B 15 x (600x400) 89 37,2 -/- 58 892 x 862 x 1812 3N AC 400V - 50 Hz

ARGN154B 15 x (600x400) 89 1,3 44/37.840 5,7 892 x 862 x 1812 AC 230V - 50 Hz
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MODEL 134

Versatility in a single unit, with 2 separate controls and two cooking chambers, capacity 5 x (600x400) + 8 x (600x400)

All the innovative technology is in the background, assisting you in preparing even the most complex dishes, safe in the knowledge that the cooking parameters are correct.
For anyone who is not seeking hard-core electronics, but wants to cook and program using simple, manual commands, without, however, forgoing the precision of digital 

controls.

For anyone looking for an oven that is easy to operate, but hard-wearing; suitable for everyone, but advanced, with a traditional approach, yet packed with content, 
an appliance that is reassuring and efficient, then LAINOX has just what you need. The solution is called Aroma Sapiens.

Aroma Sapiens is the oven providing assisted cooking with electronically-controlled manual commands.
It includes LAINOX automatic programs: 64 pre-loaded cooking procedures, with room for up to 99 cooking procedures 

which can be programmed and stored by the user, each one of which can have up to 9 cycles in automatic sequence. 

It also allows you to start manual cooking directly or to select a program with the dedicated scroller from your favourites with the scroll & push function.

THE PRODUCT LINE

All the innovative technology is in the background, assisting you in preparing even the most complex dishes, safe in the knowledge that the cooking parameters are correct.
For anyone who is not seeking hard-core electronics, but wants to cook and program using simple, manual commands, without, however, forgoing the precision of digital 

controls.

For anyone looking for an oven that is easy to operate, but hard-wearing; suitable for everyone, but advanced, with a traditional approach, yet packed with content, 
an appliance that is reassuring and efficient, then LAINOX has just what you need. The solution is called Aroma Sapiens.

Aroma Sapiens is the oven providing assisted cooking with electronically-controlled manual commands.
It includes LAINOX automatic programs: 64 pre-loaded cooking procedures, with room for up to 99 cooking procedures 

which can be programmed and stored by the user, each one of which can have up to 9 cycles in automatic sequence. 

It also allows you to start manual cooking directly or to select a program with the dedicated scroller from your favourites with the scroll & push function.
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DIRECT STEAM MODEL - STANDARD CONFIGURATION

* special voltages and frequencies upon request


